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 It's a useful guide for living an energetic life that will keep you healthy, well past 100.That is a
book for any and all ages.
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Helpful Suggestions to Make Your Later Years Happy My favorite line in this reserve came quite
early: "Living longer isn't just a good thing. For those of us who can see 80 on the .. aging hasn't
been considered a disease. Crashing through the facade and default programs we have in place,
she proposes solid emotional reasons to move big and with gusto.Chronologically Gifted : Aging
with Gusto: A Practical Information for Healthy Living to Age 123Erica Miller! Unfolding just like a
welcomed map on an unknown trip, Chronologically Gifted provides guidelines and positive
suggestions to live a richer and fuller lifestyle, regardless of age. Did I let you know my mother
lived to be 104? My mother-in-law is still alive. She is 94. The reserve provides ample methods to
deal with others if they are grandchildren, adults or mature new friends. My mother was a
content person. My mother-in-law is also a happy person. Dr. Miller's reserve has touched me in
inspiring ways.. At a particular point it's quality, not necessarily volume, and the writer makes an
excellent case for specific life-style strategies that might help people ENJOY living much longer.
generally because I'm on the cusp of old. Love her line about FDA's recent willingness to review
anti-aging drug therapy. As yet, ".!. Some of her guidelines are familiar -- about diet and exercise,
for instance -- but she also contains insights many people just don't believe about when they're
still in their 20s. Component pep talk, component analytic look at age group and frequently
inspirational, Miller's goal of l-ving a full life to 123 yrs . old even while the physical area of the
body breaks down gives many hope that existence doesn't end at retirement;."Dr. Highly
recommended. Aging is not an illness. Instead, the author posits that ".. Positive and
inspirational! Every page is normally saturated with great news, knowledge and/or good
examples to steer and motivate."This reserve is well researched, however, not medical or distant.
It draws on the "ologies" — psychology, biology— and recommends specific nutritional, activity, and
lifestyle problems sprinkled with pep-talks and journaling possibilities. But it is also very
straightforward, available, and personal.What's fun for me: my mom and my mother-in-law by no
means read a book like this. They lived and are living longer on their own. For ordinary people,
though, I'd recommend this reserve. Refreshing and uplifting! In a society that seems obsessively
focused on youth with people possibly denying or dreading the inevitable "getting old," Dr. Miller
posits a refreshing modification of attitude: Embrace growing older and perform it "with gusto.
However, in a culture that celebrates youth above all else, few books offer a positive spin on
looking towards our golden years. Dr. Miller requires the reader through the evolving science of
ageing and lays away a roadmap for living your life in a manner that will help you to become both
fulfilled and content. As I reach an age where phoning myself "middle age" appeared to be a
extend (but not?!), I love the idea of living the arriving years with purpose and with gusto! Thank
you Erica Miller PHD!. I am already exploring healthful and happy methods to make my life more
enjoyable.. Miller for a fascinating and fascinating read. 5-star rating / 5-star zest for life! Miller
can be amazing! We learn from her personal history how, we as well, can intentionally prepare
ourselves in positive methods for the inevitable aging process in both body, brain and spirit.aging
is a way of joyfully connecting with something larger than ourselves. Kudos to Dr. Becoming
“Chronically gifted” is available to everyone as it is definitely a “choice” we can all make. I will
definitely will maintain this great book in my collection always! Check out this book - you may be
inspired! The book sets forth new goals for people who are ready to change their professions or
vocations with new methods to live and enjoy lifestyle while undergoing complete changes In
Chronologically Gifted, Dr. Erica Miller is rolling out her tips on how best to live meaningfully
while living to a productive and healthy age. She's researched many areas of maturing both
physically and emotionally. The publication sets forth new goals for those who are ready to
switch their professions or vocations with brand-new ways to live and enjoy life while undergoing



comprehensive changes. She points out that we should adjust to health issues when necessary
and be able to look forward to each da whatever it provides. What do these two women have as a
common factor (besides me)? I came across that it'll inspire us to enjoy life and shoot for a
fascinating and exciting visit to the age of 123! In Chronologically Gifted she runs complete
throttle into our fears of maturing. Great present! What did I love most?" Also, her message
carried a true and consistent sense of optimism and attitude. She never dwells using one subject
too longer—she "bottom-lines" the reader and "gets to function. I loved how each step of just how
she moves readers through it. Miller provides powerful information which will, in fact, help all of
us all to live longer, healthier and happier lives! The same complements attitude and all that can
arrive from having a positive attitude. And, good plan to have personal journal pages at the end
of every chapter—they allow readers to jot down their thoughts immediately after reading each.
Great read! I'd definitely recommend it." That's something anyone over 50 has learned, and I
value the honesty! She reminds us that people should all embrace the aging process rather than
fear it.. For those of us who is able to see 80 on the distant or not so distant horizon - or even
those very much younger who fret about growing older, Dr. Miller's reserve is a breezy, motivating
how-to guide.. certainly it could just be the start of an interval entailing "a healthy sense of
restless discovery." "Chronically Gifted" is usually a worthy pension present for co-workers,
yourself or anyone grappling with aging - wondering what mark they'll leave on this globe before
departing. Would recommend this to visitors of most ages. What I love most concerning this
book is the concentrate of how gratitude and positive attitudes help to keep us living life
completely! Her 5-star rating is matched by her 5-star zest forever! Another plus—there's the right
research cited here. Her interactive factors like, "Let's get to work" sections of the book were
motivating Okay. #ThankYOU Dr. )Worth looking into! Excellent A read for anyone at any stage of
their lives. Great read! This book just confirms many of the things I think, but also add and
expand in some area which I will pursue. I love this book and can re-go through it at some stage.
Brilliant! Motivating and Inspirational! Dr. Erica Miller PhD can be brilliant in both inspiring and
offering clear explanations of how exactly to live a full, “youthful” life.. It's about having the right
attitude and sense the gratitude. But she goes beyond that. Readers can be found much to
consider in avoiding the many harmful pitfalls of our contemporary culture and ageing. Miller for
giving us a practical application in easy to understand terms together with the steps we have to
take in purchase to achieve a far more rewarding and "chronologically gifted" existence. Thanks
to Dr.! we want to remain healthy and continue to enjoy life to the fullest It's human character to
wonder how exactly we will age. Ideally, you want to stay healthy and continue to enjoy life to the
fullest." The title of her publication, "Chronologically Gifted," refers to the idea that those that
approach aging with both acceptance and pleasure will lead happier, more fulfilling and often
even longer lives.This is where Chronologically Gifted provides a breath of oxygen. My mom
didn't need this publication, but I really do! Miller agrees. Five Stars Great publication.Gene
Marranofreelance writerRoanoke Va. Changing the Conversation on Aging Erica Miller can be an
exuberant life icon.I would recommend this book for everyone to open up new pathways in their
lives. (Example: Consider the effects of moving regularly and/or moving definately not your
family. With a clear base in technology, she teaches us to embrace all of the tools we have at our
disposal :brain, body, and spirit to master our old age with purpose and verve. Many thanks Erica
for changing the conversation on aging. is wonderfully written and can inspire readers of all ages
Dr. Erica Miller's new book, Chronologically Gifted, Ageing with Gusto, is definitely wonderfully
written and can inspire readers of most ages. In a day and time when so most are interested in
learning more about how to live longer, happier and healthier lives, this publication confirms that



the secret is in our attitudes and mindsets. Dr. She doesn't just tell the reader just how much it
helps to become optimistic through this trip—she clarifies why a person ought to be and what sort
of person can be.
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